Buildings

Arnold [M]
Public Health Sciences Division

Eastlake [E]
Vaccine and Infectious Disease Division

Hutchinson [C]
Human Biology Division

Seattle Cancer Care Alliance [SCCA]
Outpatient Treatment

Steam Plant
Laboratory / Office Space

Thomas [D]
Clinical Research Division

Weintraub [A/B]
Basic Sciences Division

Yale [J]
Administration

Driving Directions

Take Exit 167 Mercer St.
and stay in the right lane

Turn Right on Fairview Ave. N.
Stay in the right lane and go
past the Marriott Residence Inn

Turn Right at Campus Dr. / Ward St.

Taxis / Rideshare

Most visitors are dropped off at the traffic
circle (on Campus Dr. / Ward St.) which
surrounds the Vessel sculpture and
connects key areas of the campus.
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Visitor

Seattle Cancer Care Alliance
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Study Participants

Employee

FEATURES & SERVICES

Campus Information

Public Transportation

Wheelchair Access

Pedestrian Pathway

Espresso Bars

Cafeterias

POINTS OF INTEREST

Vessel Traffic Circle

Public Transportation

Wheelchair Access

Pedestrian Pathway

Espresso Bars

Cafeterias